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Abstract—The high densities of network nodes has made spatial reuse an essential characteristic of modern wireless networks. In this paper, we evaluate the maximum throughput of Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) for Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) when spatial reuse is taken into account. We begin our study by extending a simple stochastic model in order to fit a VANET pattern and to obtain the spatial density of throughput in terms of the main network parameters. This model uses a Matern selection process with a random pattern of nodes distributed as a Poisson Point Process (PPP). Each node of the process receives a random mark and the nodes that have the smallest mark in their neighborhood are elected for transmission. We study both 1D and 2D network cases with an SIR (Signal over Interference Ratio) model. In order to verify the correctness of the model, extensive simulations are carried out using two simulation platforms: the network simulator, ns-3, and a simulator which is dedicated to CSMA systems. Fairly good matching between the results of the model and those obtained from simulators are observed, confirming the reliability of the theoretical model. Although the results did not perfectly match due to the number of assumptions made for the model, the results obtained nonetheless show the potential for a significant improvement in the overall throughput for VANETs and similar distributed networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Until recently, most common Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) had one access point which was a gateway to the Internet. These wireless networks, which followed the IEEE 802.11 standard, could only support one transmission at a time as all the nodes were within the same limited geographic area. Moreover, all the nodes were competing for access to the same gateway. Today, recent wireless networks are much larger and more scattered and their transmission patterns are more complex. For instance, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), which are deployed in various domains such as industrial plants, fire detection and prevention, and precision agriculture, show a complex pattern which supports simultaneous transmission and a high delivery rate. This is also the case for Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs) and Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs) whose topology is generally linear. In these networks, transmission can be multihop, particularly when the distance between the transmitter and the receiver nodes is large. This leads to a situation where simultaneous transmissions are likely to happen, especially when spatial reuse is possible. VANETs are characterized by extended linear topologies and a high density of communicating nodes. This makes spatial reuse a vital feature for VANETs. Nowadays, most WLANs are based on the well known IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol which is a random access scheme using a Carrier Sense technique (CSMA). Somewhat surprisingly, in VANETs, the access protocol follows the IEEE 802.11p standard which is also a CSMA-based protocol. This means that both WLANs and VANETs are using a similar access technique which is inadequate given the differences between these two network types in terms of requirements. The same can be said for WSNs that commonly adopt the IEEE 802.15.4 standard which is once again based on a CSMA protocol.

While CSMA has been widely studied over the last decade, spatial CSMA has received very little attention due to the characteristics of WLANs, and it is clear that greater attention should be paid to spatial reuse for VANETs, WSNs, and other large distributed wireless networks. In particular, spatial reuse properties require further analysis so that enhance networking performance can be achieved. Analyzing spatial CSMA is considerably more challenging than evaluating spatial Aloha [1] because simultaneous transmission patterns in spatial CSMA are much harder to model due to their increased complexity. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly reviews related work; Section III describes the model proposed to study CSMA and develops the corresponding analytical model. The results of the model evaluating the influence of the parameters are reported in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The first studies of CSMA were carried out in the 1970s and many papers followed Kleinrock [2] in analyzing an ideal CSMA where all the nodes were never beyond carrier sense range of each other. Although the carrier sense access technique was accurately modeled in [2], analyses of the backoff techniques involved were lacking in detail. In the early 2000s, Bianchi’s model [3] represented a major advance in terms of saturation throughput computation. However, the CSMA backoff technique described considered only a one-hop
network, and so the possibility of addressing spatial reuse was excluded.

The first studies which attempted to take spatial reuse into account appeared in the 1980s and concerned only the Aloha protocol [4] [1]. A model for slotted Aloha was later introduced in 1988 by Ghez, Verdu and Schwartz. Their quantitative model was able to capture the situation where several receptions were possible at different places in the network. In [1] the performance of a network based on this same model was more accurately evaluated. In particular, the capture probability and the density of successful transmissions were computed when the distance between the source and the destination was known. These evaluations were possible due to the complete and stateless randomization of the transmitting nodes in Aloha networks. The CSMA interference issue was raised in [5] for a linear network of randomly positioned vehicles, however, the study only considered the nearest interferer case.

The pattern of simultaneous transmissions in CSMA was first evaluated in [6] using the Matern selection process [7]. An other similar process was used in [8] in order to evaluate interferences in CSMA, but, the study did not assess the overall network throughput. The model initially developed in [6] and subsequently enhanced in [9], is once again being extended in this current work. While the effect of the carrier sense detection threshold in CSMA protocols has been studied in [10],[11], the spatial effect of this threshold was not taken into account. Rather, these studies focused more on the capture probability when all nodes are within the same one-hop range.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we consider nodes randomly deployed according to a Poisson-Point-Process (PPP) $\Phi$ expanded over a 2D plane ($\delta = \mathbb{R}^2$), or along a 1D infinite line $\delta = \mathbb{R}$. The 2D model is primarily intended for Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs) or Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), whereas the 1D model is better suited to Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs). We denote by $\lambda$ the intensity of the PPP.

We assume a random fading and a power-law in a distance decay $1/r^\beta$ where $\beta$ varies between 3 and 6 depending on the propagation conditions. We take the fading to be Rayleigh i.e. exponentially distributed with parameter $\mu$ and thus a mean of $1/\mu$. Hence, the signal received when the transmitter and the receiver are at distance $r$ from each other is $F/l(r)^\beta$ with $l(r) = r^\beta$. We also use the well-accepted SIR$^2$ (Signal over Interference Ratio) with a capture threshold $T$.

In order to emulate the CSMA selection process, we use a Matern selection process. The principle consists in attributing a random mark $m_i$ to each node $X_i \in \Phi$. We denote by $F_{i,j}$ the fading for a transmission between $X_i$ and $X_j$. The Matern process essentially selects the points $X_i$ with the smallest random marks $m_i$ in their neighborhood. In order to define the neighborhood of a point $X_i$, we also introduce the carrier sense threshold $P_{cs}$. We define the neighborhood of $X_i$ as being $\mathcal{N}(X_i) = \{X_j \in \Phi \mid F_{i,j}/l(|X_i - X_j|) > P_{cs}\}$. A node, $X_i$ for instance, will be selected by the Matern selection process if and only if $\forall X_j \in \mathcal{N}(X_i) \quad m_i < m_j$, i.e. $X_i$ has the smallest mark $m_i$ in its neighborhood.

In a real CSMA system, once a node has been eliminated by the selection process, the eliminated node is no longer allowed to eliminate other nodes. However, the Matern selection process may lead to an over-elimination of nodes, as illustrated in Figure III.1. Following the Matern selection process, node $i$ correctly eliminates node $o$, even so, node $o$ is still able to eliminate node $p$. In contrast, in a real CSMA system, once node $i$ has eliminated node $o$, node $o$ can no longer eliminate any other neighbor.

![Fig. III.1. Matern CSMA selection process and an example of over-elimination.](image)

We note the medium access indicator of node $X_i$ $e_i = \mathbb{I}(\forall X_j \in \mathcal{N}(X_i) \quad m_i < m_j)$

Proposition III.1. The mean number of neighbors of a node is:

$$N = \lambda \int_S P \{F \geq P_{cs} l(|x|)\} dx.$$

In a 1D network we have : $N = \frac{\lambda \Gamma(1/\beta)}{\beta(P_{cs} \mu)^{1/\beta}}$

In a 2D network we have : $N = \frac{2\pi \lambda \Gamma(2/\beta)}{\beta(P_{cs} \mu)^{2/\beta}}$

This result is straightforward. Let $F_0$ be the fading between the transmitting node at the origin $X_i$ and the receiving node $X_j$. This is just the application of Slivnyak’s theorem and Campbell’s formula, see [12], [9]

$$N = E^0 \left[ \sum_{X_j \in \Phi} \mathbb{I}(F_j l(|X_j - X_i|) \geq P_{cs}) \right] = \lambda \int_S P \{F \geq P_{cs} l(|x|)\} dx$$

An immediate computation yields the explicit value of $N$ in the 1D and 2D cases.

Proposition III.2. The probability $p$ that a given node $X_0$ transmits i.e. $e_0 = 1$ is:

$$p = E^0 \{e_0\} = 1 - e^{-N} \frac{N}{N}.$$
Proof: We compute the probability of a given node at the origin with the mark \( m = t \) being allowed to transmit. Deconditioning on \( t \) provides the result, see [9] for details.

If \( p \) is close to 1, then the carrier sense threshold imposes no restriction on transmission. On the other hand, if \( p \) is close to 0, then the carrier sense threshold imposes a severe restriction on transmission.

Proposition III.3. The probability that \( X_0 \) transmits given that there is another node \( X_j \in \Phi \) at distance \( r \) is \( p_r \) with

\[
p_r = p - e^{-P_{cs} \mu(r)} \left( \frac{1 - e^{-N}}{N^2} - \frac{e^{-N}}{N} \right)
\]

Proof: The proof is the same as that of Proposition III.2.

Proposition III.4. Let us suppose that \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) are two points in \( \Phi \) such that \( |X_1 - X_2| = r \). We suppose that node \( X_2 \) is retained by the selection process. The probability that \( X_1 \) is also retained is:

\[
h(r) = \frac{2}{b(r)N} \left( \frac{1 - e^{-N}}{N^2} - \frac{1 - e^{-M(r)}}{b(r)} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-P_{cs} \mu(r)} \right)
\]

with

\[
b(r) = 2N - \lambda \int_S e^{-P_{cs} \mu(|x|) + l(|r - x|)} dx,
\]

In a 1D network, we have:

\[
b(r) = 2N - \lambda \int_0^\infty e^{-P_{cs} \mu(|\tau|) + l(|r - \tau|)} d\tau
\]

In a 2D network, we have:

\[
b(r) = 2N - \lambda \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-P_{cs} \mu((\sqrt{r^2 + \tau^2 - 2r\tau\cos(\theta)}))} d\tau d\theta.
\]

Proof: The proof can be found in [9].

Proposition III.5. Given the transmission of a packet, we denote by \( p_c(r, P_{cs}) \) the probability of this packet being successfully received at distance \( r \) in a CSMA system (modeled by a Matern selection process with a carrier sense threshold \( P_{cs} \)) and with a capture threshold \( T \). We have:

\[
p_c(r, P_{cs}) \simeq \exp \left( -\lambda \int \frac{h(|x|)}{1 + \frac{h(|x|)}{T(r)}} dx \right)
\]

In a 1D network, we have:

\[
p_c(r, P_{cs}) \simeq \exp \left( -\lambda \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{h(\tau)}{1 + \frac{h(\tau)}{T(\tau)}} d\tau \right)
\]

In a 2D network, we have:

\[
p_c(r, P_{cs}) \simeq \exp \left( -\lambda \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{\tau h(\tau)}{1 + \frac{h(\tau)}{T(\tau)}} d\tau d\theta \right)
\]

Proof: Assuming a packet is transmitted, \( p_c(r, P_{cs}) \) denotes the probability of this packet being successfully received at distance \( r \) in a CSMA system using a Matern selection process with carrier sense threshold \( P_{cs} \) and with a capture threshold \( T \).

The idea is to consider a transmitter at the origin and to evaluate the probability of successful reception by a receiver located at distance \( r \). We condition the reception of a packet by the presence of another transmitting node at distance \( \tau \). According to proposition III.4, the density of such nodes is \( \lambda h(\tau) \). We obtain the result by integrating on \( \tau \). The details of the proof can be found in [9].

It is easy to add a thermal noise \( W \) to the model. The expression of \( p_c(r, P_{cs}) \) must then be multiplied by \( L_W(\mu T l(r)) \) where \( L_W(.) \) is the Laplace Transform of the noise.

In a more advanced model, using Shannon’s law we have the average spatial rate \( \tau \)

\[
E(\log(1 + SIR)) = \int_0^\infty p_c(r, P_{cs}, e^t - 1) dt
\]

with \( p_c(r, P_{cs}, x) = p_c(r, P_{cs}) \) where \( T \) is substituted by \( x \), see [9]. Although more complicated, such an approach seems computationally achievable, and will form the subject of a more extensive study of spatial CSMA.

Proposition III.6. The spatial density of successful transmissions is thus:

\[
\lambda p_{pp}(r, P_{cs})
\]

There are 1D and 2D versions of this spatial density and the value of \( p \) and \( p_{pp}(r, P_{cs}) \) are chosen accordingly.

Proof: Proposition III.6 is just the exploitation of propositions III.2 and III.5.

We now compute the spatial density of successful transmissions when the packets are sent to the closest neighbor. We have the following result.

Proposition III.7. The spatial density of successful transmissions for a 1D network is:

\[
\lambda^2 p \int_0^\infty p_c(x, P_{cs}) e^{-\lambda x} dx
\]

and for a 2D network the density of successful transmissions is:

\[
2\lambda^2 \pi p \int_0^\infty x p_c(x, P_{cs}) e^{-\lambda x} x^2 dx
\]

Proof: Proposition III.7 is just the exploitation of proposition III.6 and the spatial density of a neighbor in 1D and 2D networks.

IV. RESULTS OF THE MODEL

In this section, we compare the results obtained by the mathematical model with those derived by simulations. In the evaluations, the nodes (vehicles) are distributed following the Poisson Point Process in 1D and 2D geographical areas. Then, we study the transmissions for pairs of source-destination nodes at distance \( r \) which are 1/\( \lambda \) and \( 1/2\sqrt{\lambda} \) for 1D and 2D networks respectively. \( r \) can be seen as a typical distance in these networks since it is the average distance between a node and its closest neighbor. We also study the successful transmission rate to the closest neighbor for each transmitter.
For the simulations we use two different tools. The first one is the ns-3 simulator which implements a large number of networking modules including the IEEE 802.11p, which is the key module for the current study. The second tool is a simulator that implements a simple IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA protocol using the C programming language. In contrast to ns-3, thanks to its simple architecture the simulation run time is extremely short in our dedicated simulator. Since the mathematical model is made for the saturated scenario, the packet generation intervals in the simulations are set to very short values in such a way that all the nodes always have a packet to send. Moreover, the modulation rate is set to 6 Mbits/s, the packet size is set to 4000 bits, and the back-off window is 31 slots. To compare the results obtained by simulations to those provided by the model, we also compute the density of successful transmissions for the simulations, taking into account the number of successfully received packets, the duration of the packet, the simulation duration and the size of the network.

For the carrier sense threshold parameter, we use the usual power measurement unit i.e. decibels (dB). If, for instance, the carrier sense threshold is \( x \) dB, the \( P_{\text{cs}} \) used in the analytical model will be \( 10^{-x/10} \). Moreover, we set the value of signal decay in both the analytical model and the dedicated IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA simulator to fit the default value of signal decay configured in ns-3 which is 2.

A. Density of successful transmissions versus the carrier sense threshold \( P_{\text{cs}} \)

We start our work by studying the case of 1D networks. The simulation scenario consists in having a random distribution of nodes, whose density \( \lambda = 0.05 \), in a 1D network of 1000 meters of length. This means that the average inter-car (nodes) distance is equal to 20 meters, and thus, the positions of the nodes are \( x \) randomly selected between 0 and 1000 meters. To fit the simulation configuration to the conditions of the model, we have set two nodes at predefined positions: the sender at position \((x = 490, y = 0)\) and the receiver at position \((x = 510, y = 0)\), and randomly distributed the rest of the nodes (see Figure IV.1). The main purpose of this scenario is to study the successful transmission rate between two nodes positioned at a mean distance (which depends on node density) from each other. Figure IV.3 shows a comparison of the density of successful transmissions obtained by both the analytical model and the ns-3 simulator. The comparison shows a fairly good matching. In our study, we observed that the condition for the successful reception of a packet in ns-3 is implemented in a much more complex way than the simple signal-over-interference-and-noise ratio model. The successful reception of a packet in ns-3 is conditioned by a random variable of the signal over the interference ratio, see [13]. We observe that the successful reception conditions in ns-3 roughly correspond to the analytical model, with a capture threshold \( T \) of between 5 and 10. Figure IV.4 shows a comparison of the density of successful transmissions obtained by both the analytical model and our dedicated IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA simulator. This time, we observe a better overall matching between the two approaches. This is probably due to the fact that the settings of our CSMA/CA simulator are closer to the analytical model than those of the ns-3 simulator.

\[^3^\text{The error bars provide the 95\% confidence interval in all the figures presented.}\]
We then study the transmission from each node to its closest neighbor as shown in Figure IV.2. We count the successful transmissions from each node to its closest neighbor and compute the spatial density of these successful transmissions. Figure IV.5 illustrates the comparison between the analytical model and ns-3 simulation results. The matching is fair, and the density of successful transmissions increases with the carrier sense threshold as predicted by the analytical model. The increase is comparable in both the simulation and the model. In Figure IV.6 the same comparison is made between the analytical model and the IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA simulator. We observe a reasonable matching between both approaches and the matching is better for larger values of the carrier sense threshold than in the previous comparison in Figure IV.5. This is probably due to the way the carrier sense threshold is implemented in ns-3. It does not actually take into account the reception of packets below the energy detection threshold. This point will be further detailed below.

**B. 2D networks: comparing simulations and the model**

Here, we compare the results obtained by the analytical model to those obtained by simulation for 2D networks. We set $\lambda = 0.0025$ and $\beta = 3$. The mean distance from one node to its closest neighbor is $1/2\sqrt{\lambda} = 10$ m. The scenarios of the simulations are presented in Figures IV.9 and IV.10. For this study, we only consider the results obtained by our IEEE 802.11 simulator. The results of the comparison are shown in Figures IV.7 and IV.8. The matching is fair, in particular the range of the increase in the density of successful transmissions is well estimated by the model, but the value of the carrier sense threshold for which the density of successful transmissions is maximized is not so well estimated.

![Fig. IV.7. Density of successful transmissions versus carrier sense threshold for the IEEE 802.11 simulation and the analytical model $T = 10$, $\beta = 3$, 2D network for a transmission at distance $1/2\sqrt{\lambda} = 10$ m.](image)

![Fig. IV.8. Density of successful transmissions versus carrier sense threshold for the IEEE 802.11 simulation and the analytical model $T = 10$, $\beta = 3$, 2D network for a transmission to the closest neighbor.](image)

**C. Analysis of the results obtained**

In this section we attempt to explain the reasons for the small discrepancies present in some of our comparison results. We believe that the reasons are:

- the model uses an imperfect modeling of the CSMA selection process (see Section III), and moreover the
In this paper, we present a simple stochastic model for spatial CSMA and we compare the results obtained by the model with those obtained by two different simulators: the network simulator ns-3, and a simulator that implements the IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA protocol using the C programming language. Overall, the results show a fairly good matching. The increase in the density of successful transmissions when the carrier sense threshold is accurately chosen is well predicted by the model. However, the exact value of the carrier sense threshold required to optimize the throughput is not precisely determined. This is due to the fact that CSMA is difficult to model. The model developed contains many simplifications and approximations and it seems difficult to improve this model. Phenomena such as node starvation, capture of the channel by a group of nodes, etc. lead to a great variation in the simulation results and thus make the analysis much more complex. Nonetheless, the model shows interesting performance prediction capabilities. It also emphasizes the need to optimize the carrier-sense threshold according to variations in node density. Overall, the results show the potential for significant improvements in performance for VANETs and other ad-hoc mobile wireless networks.
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